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Introduction

In 2011, in the Oslo Ministerial Decision; European Forests 2020, ministers responsible for European
forests made a number of commitments, notably the Goals for European Forests and the European
2020 Targets for Forests. The eighth Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in Europe,
to be held in Bratislava in 2020, will review progress towards these goals and targets, as well as
carrying out the regular study on the State of Europe’s Forests, based on the pan-European criteria
and indicators of sustainable forest management. The study will serve as background information to
shape political and technical discussions on future opportunities and challenges, and political
responses to these developments.
To improve data quality and to reduce the reporting burden, the reporting processes for the goals and
targets and for the qualitative indicators of sustainable forest management are being combined, as
there is significant overlap in the areas on which information is needed. This enquiry requests
information on progress towards the goals and targets, which mostly concern measures and actions
at the national level, as well as information on the qualitative indicators on sustainable forest
management, which concern legal, institutional, policy, financial and informational instruments.
Information provided for this enquiry, combined with the parallel enquiry on the quantitative indicators
of sustainable forest management, will provide sufficient information for the State of Europe’s Forests
2020, which will also report on progress towards the goals and targets.
This enquiry is structured according to the updated pan-European qualitative indicators for
sustainable forest management, as adopted in Annex 1 to the Madrid Ministerial Declaration 2015.
In completing the enquiry, you may wish to consult the following sources of information on policies
and institutions:
STATE OF EUROPE’S FORESTS 2015:
http://foresteurope.org/state-europes-forests-2015-report/
Background information for the updated pan-European indicators for sustainable forest
management:
http://foresteurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/3AG_UPI_Updated_Backgr_Info.pdf
FAO-LEX: http://faolex.fao.org/faolex
All FOREST EUROPE members are also members of the UN Forum on Forests, which will also
invite members to report, on a voluntary basis, on progress towards the Global Forest Goals and
Targets for a report scheduled for 2021. The two processes (global and pan-European) are
formally quite separate, but clearly overlap in subject matter. To the extent possible, this
reporting format has been designed to reduce the reporting burden, so that respondents may
provide the same information in both fora.

For more information please contact Liaison Unit Bratislava
(Liaison.Unit.Bratislava@foresteurope.org, rastislav.rasi@foresteurope.org)

Deadline for submission: 31 October 2018
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Part 1: Reporting on progress towards the Goals for European Forests
and the European 2020 Targets for Forests
With regard to the Forest Europe Work Programme 2016-2020, activity 4.2.4, please provide
information, following the template below, on the major actions and measures taken in your
country to achieve the Goals for European Forests and the European 2020 Targets for Forests. In the
interests of analysis and to facilitate the identification of regional trends, please keep your answer
short, restricting yourself to the five most important actions or measures, and identifying a
maximum of five remaining challenges. If you wish to list more actions, or provide more detail,
please do so in a separate message.
Please ensure that all the actions/measures and challenges you list are directly connected to the
specific goal or target, and not to more general forest governance measures (which are addressed in
the next part of this enquiry).

Goals for European Forests
During the FOREST EUROPE Ministerial Conference held in 2011 in Oslo, Norway, ministers
responsible for forests in Europe adopted eight “Goals for European Forests” which are of long term
nature. The below questions relate to the progress so far achieved.

Goal I. Sustainable management of all European forests ensures
multiple forest functions and enhances lasting provision of goods and
services
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal I
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

UK Forestry Standard (UKFS), revised in 2017, together with the constituent forestry
policies and strategies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland implements
the Forest Europe goals for sustainable forest management in UK forests and
woodlands, through its requirements for General Forestry Practice. All UK forests and
woodlands should implement UKFS, which is the reference standard for sustainable
forest management in the UK.

England – The Forestry Commission (FC) provides one to one advice to woodland
owners on sustainable woodland management and is undertaking a series of UKFS
masterclasses to improve understanding of sustainable woodland management. A
Woodland Creation Planning Grant has been introduced in England to improve the
planning of larger scale woodlands and ensure that they meet multiple objectives and
the requirements of the UK Forestry Standard. Environmental Impact Assessment
regulations (amended in 2017) and the regulatory framework for forestry ensure
afforestation, deforestation and tree felling are in line with principles of sustainable
forest management.

Scotland – The Forestry & Land Management (Scotland) Act 2018 sets out a duty to
promote sustainable forest management. Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS)
continues to fund relevant research into sustainable management of Scotland’s
woodlands to inform its technical guidance and advice. FCS also provides direct advice
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on its interpretation and implementation of the Scottish Governments Control of
Woodland Removal policy, the aim of which is to minimise the scale or permanent
woodland loss. The Forestry Grant Scheme in Scotland provides financial support for
the sustainable management of forests and also adheres to the UKFS.
Action /
Measure 4

Wales – Environment (Wales) Act 2016 introduced the framework for the sustainable
management of natural resources in Wales - a key part of which is the soon to be
published Natural Resources Policy which sets out the opportunities, risks and
priorities for the sustainable management of natural resources. Glastir is the Welsh
Government’s sustainable land management scheme through which financial support
is offered to framers and land managers - it is funded by the Welsh Government Rural
Development Programme 2014-2020.

Action /
Measure 5

Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal I (maximum of 100
words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Increasing deer and squirrel populations

Challenge 2

Pest and disease outbreaks
Challenge 3

Shifts to continuous cover require more complex management systems which are less
affordable for some woodland owners and managers
Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Goal II. European forests contribute to a green economy, including
through increased provision of wood, other forest products and
ecosystem services from sustainable sources
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal II
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
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referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

Action /
Measure 4

UK Forestry Standard (UKFS), revised in 2017, together with the constituent forestry
policies and strategies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland implements
the Forest Europe goal for provision of wood, other forest products and ecosystem
services in UK forests and woodlands, through its requirements for General Forestry
Practice. All UK forests and woodlands should implement UKFS, which is the reference
standard for sustainable forest management in the UK.

England – The Woodland Creation Planning Grant and Woodland Carbon Fund support
the planning and planting of larger scale, including productive, woodland. The Forestry
Innovation Fund supports innovation in the forestry and timber processing sectors.
Countryside Stewardship grants and the woodland Carbon Fund support harvesting
infrastructure in new and existing woodlands. The Countryside Productivity Grant
supported the purchase of equipment to support the sustainable management of
forests. The Renewable Heat Incentive has provided market incentive to support the
management of undermanaged woodland.

Scotland – the 2018-19 Programme for Government includes an objective to work
with the Scottish Forest and Timber Technologies Industry Group to refresh its
economic strategy to create further economic growth in the sector. FSC continues to
be the main funder of a research programme called Strategic Integrated Research in
Timber; a collaboration of public sector, academia and the larger sawmilling and
timber-growing companies to improve our understanding of the properties of the
wood fibre of home grown species. The Forestry Grant Scheme in Scotland provides
support for establishing and managing quality forests and woodlands.

Wales – The Timber Business Investment Scheme helps private forest owners, local
authority or other public sector forest owners and Micro, Small or Medium Enterprises
for investments that will enhance forestry potential or the harvesting, processing and
adding value to forest products. The Focus of Forestry First is a five year project
offering the forestry, tree and timber sector opportunities to develop their businesses
and provides funding for training (http://www.focusonforestryfirst.co.uk/cms/). The
Enabling Natural Resources and Well-being Grant will provide project-based grant
funding to deliver outcomes set within the well-being of Future Generations (Wales)
Act 2015 and the Environment (Wales) Act 2016.

Action /
Measure 5
Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal II (maximum of 100
words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Aggregating commercially viable volumes of timber from a fragmented resource.
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Challenge 2

The lack of integration of farming and forestry.
Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Goal III. Forest management in Europe is being adapted to changes in
climate, forests are healthy and resilient to natural hazards and
protected against human-induced threats such as forest fires, and the
productive and protective functions of forests are maintained
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal III
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

UK Forestry Standard (UKFS), revised in 2017, together with the constituent forestry
policies and strategies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland implements
the Forest Europe goal for forest resilience through its requirements for General
Forestry Practice. All UK forest and woodlands should implement UKFS, which is the
reference standard for sustainable forest management in the UK.

UK/GB - Forests and Climate Change Guidelines on adaptation are integrated within
the UKFS; A UKFS has been published on Building Wildfire Resilience into Forest
Management Planning. National framework for quantifying and responding to climate
risk through the Climate Change Act and its adaptation reporting power, the Climate
Change Risk Assessment (second CCRA published in 2017) and National Adaptation
Programme (second NAP published in 2018). Three of the seven research programmes
of Forest Research, funded through the Science and Innovation Strategy for Forestry in
Great Britain focus on different aspects of resilience.

England - Woodland Creation Planning Grant requires that the future suitability of
proposed species is assessed within a woodland creation design plan, using Ecological
Site Classification. Tree Health Resilience Strategy published in 2018, setting out
approaches to increase tree and woodland resilience to pest, diseases and climate
change.

Action /
Measure 4
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Scotland – FSC works with the Scottish Government and others in the UK Plant Health
Service, implementing Plant Health Regulations and ensuring and integrated crossborder approach to tree health management. In 2016-17 FCS commissioned £500,000
programme of research on tree health to enable swift and effective management of
tree pests and diseases relevant to Scotland. In 2018 a new Scottish Plant Health
Centre of Expertise was launched to further help the preparedness of the Scottish
forestry industry. The Forestry Grant Scheme provides support for diversifying the
species and structure of forests to increase their resilience to natural hazards.
Action /
Measure 5

Wales - The Well-Being of future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (WBFG) has
strengthened action on climate change in the following ways: The Future Trends
report will need to take into account climate risk sing Climate Change Risk Assessment
(CCRA); Public bodies will need to take into account the Future Trends Report and the
CCRA when developing their plans in achieving the goals under the WBFG and climate
change will be a key part of the role of the Future Generations Commissioner for
Wales (who can provide advice or assistance to a public body).

Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal III (maximum of 100
words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Uncertainty in Climate projections
Challenge 2

Limited palette of native species within England
Challenge 3

Conservatism within the forestry and environmental sectors
Challenge 4

Risk of future pest and disease outbreaks
Challenge 5

Goal IV. The potential of European forests to mitigate climate change,
through carbon sequestration in trees and soils, carbon storage in forest
products and substitution of non-renewable materials and energy
sources, is utilised to minimise Europe’s ecological footprint without
harming the global carbon balance
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal IV
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1
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UK Forestry Standard (UKFS), revised in 2017, together with the constituent forestry
policies and strategies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland implements
the Forest Europe goal for forest resilience and climate change adaptation through its
Forest and Climate Change Guideline. All UK forest and woodlands should implement
UKFS, which is the reference standard for sustainable forest management in the UK.
Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

Action /
Measure 4

Action /
Measure 5

Development of the Woodland Carbon Code to attract private sector funding into
woodland creation. It is a register of voluntary carbon credits for woodland across the
UK, which continues to grow. A total of 239 projects were registered under the
Woodland Carbon Code at 31 March 2018, covering an area of 16.1 thousand hectares
of woodland and projected to sequester 5.8 million tonnes of carbon dioxide. The total
carbon stock in UK forests is estimated to have increased between 1990 and 2015.

England - Introduction of Woodland Creation Planning Grant, Woodland Carbon Fund,
Forestry Investment Zone pilot and Woodland Creation campaign together with an
increased afforestation EIA threshold to support larger scale planting. Announcement
of Woodland Carbon Guarantee to strengthen the domestic carbon offset market, as it
applies to forestry. Introduction of Biomass sustainability criteria to ensure that all
biomass delivers carbon savings.

Scotland - The woodland creation target focus for delivering this ambition is to
increase the annual woodland creation target of 10,000 hectares per year to 15,000
hectares per year by 2024/25; and increase the use of Scottish wood products in
construction from 2.2 million m3 to 3.0 million m3 by 2031/32

Wales – Two new funding schemes have been proposed to replace the current CAP
funding following the planned UK exit from the EU. The ‘public goods’ scheme intends
to pay land managers for producing public goods such as Carbon sequestration,
improvements in air quality, flood mitigation, habitat restoration etc. All of which can
be achieved through woodland creation. These schemes are currently under
development.

Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal IV (maximum of 100
words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Societal, environmental and economic barriers to afforestation.
Challenge 2

Ongoing debate over the carbon benefits of forests on peat.
Challenge 3

Wales – The Glastir Monitoring and Evaluation Programme report highlighted some
barriers on the take up of the previous woodland creation and management schemes.
These were – lack of available land (29%); insufficient time to diversify (28%);
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insufficient knowledge or equipment (28%) and that the scheme was too complicated
(27%).
Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Goal V. The loss of forest biodiversity in Europe is halted and degraded
forests are restored or rehabilitated
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal V
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

Action /
Measure 4

UK Forestry Standard (UKFS), revised in 2017, together with the constituent forestry
policies and strategies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland implements
the Forest Europe goal for forest resilience and climate change adaptation through its
Biodiversity Guidelines. All UK forest and woodlands should implement UKFS, which is
the reference standard for sustainable forest management in the UK.

England - Policy on when to restore open ground habitats from woodland. New
guidance on woodland planting on priority habitat and where upland breeding bird
populations may be present; refreshed guidance on woodland management and
European Protected species. 25-year environment plan supporting Nature Recovery
network aspiring to 500,000ha more wildlife habitat, including extensive woodland
planting. Countryside Stewardship supports woodland management with objective of
improving habitat condition; woodland creation grant is targeted to expand and join
up ancient and native woodland through the creation of woodland habitat networks.
Deer Initiative and Squirrel Accord to manage populations of species harmful to
woodland.

Scotland – The Forestry Grant Scheme supports options for the sustainable
management of forests which includes an element of habitat monitoring and active
deer management based on cull targets. Targeted work on Protected Areas means
92.5% of woodland features on Scotland’s Forest Estate and in ‘Favourable Condition’.

Wales – Greening, a major innovation brought in under CAP reform makes the direct
payments system more environmentally friendly. Farmers receiving an area based
payment have to make use of various straightforward, non-contractual practices such
as making soil and ecosystems more resilient by growing a greater variety of crops,
conserving soil carbon and grassland habitats associated with permanent grassland
and protecting water habitats by establishing ecological focus areas. Glastir woodland
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restoration – provides grants for replanting on areas of diseased larch with a focus to
replant with mixed species.
Action /
Measure 5
Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal V (maximum of 100
words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Balancing objectives for woodland expansion and open ground habitat.
Challenge 2

Increase in pest and disease impacts on forests, including Chalara dieback of ash.
Challenge 3

Management of wildfires.
Challenge 4

More diverse woodlands and/or a shift to continuous cover require more complex
management systems, which are affordable for some woodland owners and
managers. Some species planted to diversify woodlands may grow more slowly and
have poorer market access than better established species.
Challenge 5

Goal VI. The role of forests in combating the progress of desertification
is strengthened
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal VI
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

UK Forestry Standard (UKFS), revised in 2017, together with the constituent forestry
policies and strategies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland implements
the Forest Europe goal for combatting desertification (or rather in the UK, soil erosion
and water quantity) in its Soils Guidelines and Water Guidelines. All UK forest and
woodlands should implement UKFS, which is the reference standard for sustainable
forest management in the UK.

Action /
Measure 2
Action /
Measure 3
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Action /
Measure 4
Action /
Measure 5
Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal VI (maximum of 100
words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Goal VII. Socioeconomic and cultural benefits, especially for livelihoods,
rural development and employment from European forests are
optimised
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal VII
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

UK Forestry Standard (UKFS), revised in 2017, together with the constituent forestry
policies and strategies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland implements
the Forest Europe goal for optimising the socio-economic benefits from forests
through its Historic Environment Guidelines, Landscape Guidelines and People
Guidelines. All UK forest and woodlands should implement UKFS, which is the
reference standard for sustainable forest management in the UK.
England - Forestry Investment Zone pilot will develop consensus on environmental,
socio-economic and cultural issues as they apply to afforestation. Recreation
programme across the Public Forest Estate in England providing health, well-being and
recreational opportunities for a broad cross-section of society. Urban tree initiatives
(Trees for Schools, Northern Forest, Urban tree programme) and publication of Urban
Tree manual support the role of trees in enhancing the environment. Supporting the
forestry sector to initiate a ‘skills action plan’ in 2019; replacing a previous cross-sector
initiative established in 2011 (https://www.forestry.gov.uk/skillsactionplan). FC is
working with businesses and colleges to develop forestry apprenticeships; Forest
Enterprise already has apprenticeship scheme in place.
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Action /
Measure 3

Action /
Measure 4

Scotland – Supports the Central Scotland Green Network (Europe’s largest greenspace
initiative) through funding, a youth employment skills training programme and
representational roles. Delivering of ‘Branching Out’ the innovative development
programme for adults who use mental health services in Scotland, through a network
of 24 delivery partners. Continued partnership funding to the Croft Woodlands Project
which aims to engage crofters and smallholders to establish and manage woodlands
across the highlands and Islands of Scotland. Work with Skills Development Scotland
and sector representatives to develop an industry ambassador scheme, refresh a
careers plan in forest industries and explore opportunities for modern apprenticeship
schemes within the sector.
Wales - The Enabling Natural Resources and Well-being Grant, will provide projectbased grant funding to deliver the outcomes identified in Welsh Government policies
and WBFG - which introduces seven well-being goals: A resilient Wales, a healthier
Wales, a prosperous Wales, a globally responsible Wales, a Wales of vibrant culture
and thriving Welsh Language, a Wales of cohesive communities and a more equal
Wales. The Timber Business Investment Scheme is an important element of the Welsh
Rural Development Programme 2014-2020. Focus on Forestry First is a five year
project funded by the Welsh Assembly Government & European Union for forestry
and timber industries.

Action /
Measure 5
Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal VII (maximum of 100
words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Goal VIII. Illegal logging and associated trade in wood and other forest
products are eliminated in Europe;
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken towards achieving Goal VIII
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
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referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

Action /
Measure 4

Under the Forestry Act 1967 (as amended) it is illegal to fell trees in Great Britain
without prior approval, although there are exceptions for trees below a specified size,
diameter, dangerous trees and very small-scale felling operations. Cases of illegal
felling are investigated by the forestry authorities in England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland and prosecution may ensue. Forestry Act, Felling Licence Regulations
and Environmental Impact Assessment regulations provide a robust framework
controlling the felling of trees in line with UKFS and wider Government objectives.

The UK has a long standing commitment to address illegal logging globally and works
with the EU through the 2003 Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade (FLEGT)
Action Plan. It complies with the EU Timber Regulations.

The UK Woodland Assurance Scheme (UKWAS) gives independent assurances that
timber bearing the certification label and the forests from which it is derived have
been responsibly managed.

Biomass sustainability Criteria ensures the sustainability of wood used to generate
energy in the UK.

Action /
Measure 5
Please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve Goal VIII (maximum of
100 words per challenge, please)
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

European 2020 Targets for Forests
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During the FOREST EUROPE Ministerial Conference held in 2011 in Oslo, Norway, ministers
responsible for forests in Europe adopted also nine “European 2020 Targets for Forests”. These
targets are supposed to be achieved by 2020 and the below questions focus on information related
to the extent of achievement.

Target I. All European countries have developed and are implementing
national forest programmes, or its equivalent, in line with the shared
vision and goals and the pan-European approach to national forest
programmes
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target I (maximum
of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be referenced as
Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

UKFS in combination with policy statements made in the 25 year Plan for Improving
the Environment and Health and harmony: the future for food, farming and the
environment in a Green exit from the EU represent the national forest programme
for England.

Financial support provided through Rural Development Programme England cofinanced Countryside Stewardship woodland grants and exchequer-financed grants
(Woodland creation Planning grant, woodland carbon Fund and HS2 Woodland
Fund).

English Public Forest Estate is managed to deliver multiple benefits and is certified to
the UK Woodland Assurance Standard.

Action /
Measure 4
Action /
Measure 5
Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target I (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1
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Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Target II. In addressing emerging issues forest knowledge is improved
through research, education, innovation, information sharing and
communication
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target II (maximum
of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be referenced as
Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

Action /
Measure 4

Research funding supports the Science and Innovation Strategy for Forestry in Great
Britain.

Forest Research (the Forestry Commission’s research agency) conducts forestry
related research, including undertaking the National Forest Inventory, publishes
Forestry Statistics and publishes a range of scientific and practitioner-focussed
material, including the UK Forestry Standard and supporting Practice Guides, Field
Guides and Practice Notes.

The Forestry Commission funded the Forestry Innovation Fund to support innovation
in the Forestry and timber processing sectors.

The Clean Growth Strategy highlighted the need for innovation in forestry to improve
the resilience and productivity of our forests such as through greater understanding of
how tree genetics can contribute to GGRs, especially as we approach 2050.

Action /
Measure 5
Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
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Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target II (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Target III. In response to political objectives on the use of renewable
raw material and energy in Europe, the supply of wood and other forest
products from sustainably managed forests has increased substantially
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target III
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

The Countryside Productivity Grant supports the purchase of equipment to support
the sustainable management of forests in England.

Biomass sustainability criteria helps to increase confidence in the sustainability of
woodfuel and biomass supply chains

Renewable Heat Incentive provides a market driver for bringing unmanaged woodland
into management.

Action /
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Measure 4

Action /
Measure 5

Government support for sector-led Grown in Britain initiative aims to increase the use
of home-grown timber and the level of management in England’s woodlands.

Regular publication of softwood production forecast to support investment in the
timber processing sector.

Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target III (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Target IV. The full value of forest ecosystem services across Europe is
being estimated with a view to using common valuation approaches,
and that values are increasingly reflected in relevant national policies
and market-based instruments such as payments for ecosystem services
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target IV
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Natural Capital accounts constructed for woodland by the Office for National
Statistics.
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Action /
Measure 2

Natural Capital accounts available for the Public Forest Estate.

Action /
Measure 3

Treasury guidance (green book) guidance on natural capital accounting.

Action /
Measure 4

Countryside Stewardship Woodland creation grant targeted to support delivery of
natural capital in England (flood risk management, water quality improvement,
biodiversity).

Action /
Measure 5
Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target IV (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Target V. All European countries include strategies for forests and
climate change adaptation and mitigation in national forest
programmes or equivalents and all other relevant national strategies
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target V (maximum
of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be referenced as
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Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1

Action /
Measure 2

Action /
Measure 3

Action /
Measure 4

The UK Forestry Standard includes Forests and Climate Change Guidelines that cover
Adaptation and mitigation.

National framework for quantifying and responding to climate risk through the Climate
Change Act and its adaptation reporting power, the Climate Change Risk Assessment
(second CCRA published in 2017) and National Adaptation Programme (second NAP
published in 2018).

Three of the seven research programmes of Forest Research, funded through the
Science and Innovation Strategy for Forestry in Great Britain focus on different aspects
of resilience.

Woodland Creation Planning Grant (England) requires that the future suitability of
proposed species is assessed within a woodland creation design plan, using Ecological
Site Classification.

Action /
Measure 5

Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target V (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4
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Challenge 5

Target VI. The rate of loss of forest biodiversity at habitat level is at
least halved and where feasible brought close to zero, and measures are
taken to significantly reduce forest fragmentation and degradation and
to restore degraded forests
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target VI
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1
Action /
Measure 2
Action /
Measure 3
Action /
Measure 4
Action /
Measure 5
Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target VI (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3
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Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Target VII. The role of forests in combating desertification is fully
recognised and forests are also managed to that end
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target VII
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1
Action /
Measure 2
Action /
Measure 3
Action /
Measure 4
Action /
Measure 5
Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target VII (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1

Challenge 2
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Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Target VIII. All European countries have policies and measures which
ensure a significant increase in socio-economic and cultural benefits,
especially for human health, livelihoods, rural development and
employment from forests
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target VIII
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1
Action /
Measure 2
Action /
Measure 3
Action /
Measure 4
Action /
Measure 5
Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target VIII (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
Challenge 1
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Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Target IX. Effective measures are taken at regional, sub-regional and
national levels to eliminate illegal logging and associated trade
Please describe a maximum of five major actions and measures taken to achieve Target IX
(maximum of 100 words per action, please). Please indicate, if an action or measure could be
referenced as Best Practice Example.
Action /
Measure 1
Action /
Measure 2
Action /
Measure 3
Action /
Measure 4
Action /
Measure 5
Do you consider the target to be achieved at national level?
Target fully achieved
On track to achieve target (we expect to achieve the target by 2020)
Progress to achieve target (but we do not expect to achieve the target by 2020
No progress
If not fully achieved, please describe a maximum of five major remaining challenges to achieve
Target IX (maximum of 100 words per challenge, please).
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Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5
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Part 2: Reporting on the pan‐European Qualitative Indicators
Reporting on pan-European Qualitative Indicators consists of five overall forest policy and
governance indicators (Indicators 1-5) and indicators for policies, institutions and instruments related
to 6 criteria for SFM (Indicators C1-6).
Please see Annex 1 for “Terms and Definitions”.
For reporting, please note the following:
1. All requests for responses are limited to approximately 100 words or 650 letters (including
blank spaces) automatically in order to keep the analytical efforts within reasonable bounds.
If you wish to provide more detail, please do so in a separate message.
2. Significant changes since 2014 will be analysed systematically. If no information is provided,
that will be interpreted as “no significant change”.
3. Please provide further information on the measures taken, as deemed relevant, e.g. major
partners in implementation, period, and budget involved experiences made (lessons learned,
obstacles encountered and solutions).
4. Please provide the latest information available unless otherwise specified.
5. Please specify reference documents as follows: - Author or institution. Year of publication (if
published). Title. Reference Number. Publisher, Link;
6. In terms of indicators C1-C6, please report only these changes in policies, institutions and
instruments that are related specifically to the individual criteria, the overall status and
changes related to the SFM should be reported under indicators 1-5.

2A: Forest Policy and Governance
The five overall Forest policy and governance indicators cover the overall policy approaches, institutions and instruments for
implementation and communication of SFM:

1. National Forest Programmes (NFPs) or equivalent;
2. Institutional frameworks;
3. Legal/regulatory framework: National (and/or sub-national) and international
commitments;
4. Financial and economic instruments;
5. Information and communication.

1. National forest programmes (NFP) or equivalent
NFP or equivalent process/documents for forest related dialogue, policy development
& implementation
Existence of NFP or
equivalent process

Yes, at national level
Yes, at subnational level
No
Under elaboration
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Ministry responsible for forestry
Body with members other than Ministry responsible for forestry
Other. Please specify:

Main formal decision
making body of the
process

Significant changes
related to the NFP or
equivalent process since
2014

Our NFP consists of the UK Forestry Standard and Guidelines at UK-level,
together with country-level (England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and
Wales) strategic programmes, plans, policies and incentives. Devolution of
UK forestry policy started in 1997 and will be complete in April 2019. In
practice, forestry has operated as a devolved policy for a number of years
and a Memorandum of Understanding to continue cross-border cooperation in areas such as inventory, research and plant health will be in
place.
Yes

If yes, please describe the reason/s for and type
of changes [max.100 words]:

No

The UK Forestry Standard was up-dated in 2017 https://www.forestry.gov.uk/ukfs Scotland - Scottish Forestry Strategy
(2006) needed to be replaced in response to the passing of the Forestry &
Land Management (Scotland) Act 2018. A new strategy is currently out for
public consultation. England - The 2018 25-year plan for the Environment
set a renewed direction for forestry policy in England. Wales - Brought up
to date with Wales legislation to meet the requirements of the. Wellbeing of Future generations act and Environment (Wales) Act, such as
Welsh emission targets.
Key lessons learned on
the NFP process or
similar

Please specify [max. 100 words], particularly on the NPF
principles related to NFP as iterative process, stakeholder
participation and approaches to inter-sectoral coordination and
collaboration:

England - Extensive public consultation preceded publication of the 25year Plan for the Environment, including regional and sector specific
workshops which asked attendees/consultees for their views on taking
policy forward. Northern Ireland - As described in UK Forestry Standard
4th edition - https://www.forestry.gov.uk/ukfs
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Name:

England - A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the
Environment; Scotland - Scottish Forestry Strategy; Wales Woodlands for Wales; NI - UK Forestry Standard 4th edition
Internet link:

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/atta
chment_data/file/693158/25-year-environment-plan.pdf ;
https://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/supporting/communicationconsultation;
https://beta.gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/201806/woodlands-for-wales-strategy_0.pdf ;
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/ukfs

Main forest policy
document other than law
(such as national forest
programme, forest policy
statement, strategy or
other)

Starting year:

England - 2018; Scotland – 2006; Wales - 2018; NI - 2017

Inclusion of FOREST
EUROPE (FE)
instruments in the
main forest policy
document

Yes explicit Partially
o

FE definition of SFM

o

FE criteria and indicators for
SFM

o

FE guidelines for NFPs

o

FE Classification of Protected
and Protective Forests and
Other Wooded Land

o

FE Pan-European
Operational Level
Guidelines for Sustainable
Forest Management.

o

FE Pan-European
Guidelines for Afforestation
and Reforestation

No

Periodically, pre-specified in the main forest policy document
Irregularly conducted
Not specified
Other:
Evaluation of the
implementation of NFP or
similar process

Wales - Woodlands for Wales Indicator document is usually
published annually. The indicators aim to monitor progress
towards achieving the outcomes described in the Woodlands
for Wales strategy. Scotland/Northern Ireland - Periodically,
pre-specified in main forest policy document England - Not
specified The UKFS has both compulsory and recommendatory
elements
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Binding status of the main
(other than law) forest
policy document
Allocation of financial
resources for the
implementation of NFP or
equivalent document /
process)

Compulsory
Recommendatory
Bulk allocation
Goal-specified allocation
Relying on external resources
Not specified, not planned
Other:

England - Bulk allocation; Scotland/Northern Ireland - Goal specified
allocation; Wales - The Welsh Government have proposed two new
funding schemes to replace the current CAP funding once the UK leaves
the EU.A“public goods” scheme intends to pay land managers for
producing public goods such as Carbon sequestration, improvements in
air quality, flood mitigation, habitat restoration etc., all of which can be
achieved through woodland creation. The schemes are currently under
development.
Significant changes
related to the main forest
policy document during
last five years

Yes

If yes, please describe the reason/s for and
type of changes [max.100 words]

No

UK - Minor revision to the UK Forestry Standard (2017) Scotland - The
Forestry & Land Management (Scotland) Act 2018 required a new
Scottish Forestry Strategy. This is currently out for public consultation.
England - publication of the 25 Year Plan for the Environment (2018)
the current expression of forestry policy in England. Wales - Changes to
references to the agency responsible for operation of policy and
changes to references to policy

Existence of other overall
policy instruments/
documents from the sector
or other sectors that
explicitly encourage SFM
or address key forest
policy issues

Yes
No
Title:

UK Woodland Assurance Scheme; Northern Ireland - Strategy
for Sustainable Growth
Internet links:

http://ukwas.org.uk/ ; https://www.daerani.gov.uk/publications/ni-forestry-strategy-sustainable-growth
Reporting notes
“Formal NFP process” means a process which is formally and explicitly acknowledged and referred to
as an “NFP process” acc. Vienna Resolution 1
(http://foresteurope.org/docs/MC/MC_vienna_resolutionV1.pdf).
1
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2. Institutional frameworks

Please specify the type of forestrelated institutional arrangements
according to their responsibility

Part of
ministry

Sub-national
ministries or
similar bodies

Other bodies.
Please specify
below

- forest policy administration
- legislative supervision & enforcement
- support to private forest management
- management of public forests
- forest management planning
- forest inventory
- research (Target 2)
Other. Please specify:

Government
bodies and public
organizations

Comments [max. 100 words]

Forest inventory and research in the UK are undertaken principally by Forest Research,
the Research Agency of the Forestry Commission. Forest Research currently receives
funding from the FC, from country-based forestry teams, and from the Welsh and
Scottish governments (amongst others).

2017;
Full
time
equival
ent

Name or group/type1:

Forest-related
staff2 Resources
and capacity of
government
bodies and public
organizations
related to forests
(Goals 7, Target
8)

Total

2975
3

...of which forest administration

...of which management of public forests
…of which public forest research, education and training institutions
and other specialized agencies

231

… of which other permanent or temporary workers
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Comments [max. 100 words]

Forest-related staff employed by Forestry Commission, Defra, Natural
Resources Wales, Welsh Government and Northern Ireland Forest Service
only. Excludes forest-related staff in other organisations. Figures are for
2017-18
Yes

No

If yes, please describe and incl. reason/s for the changes [max. 100 words]
Significant
changes in the
institutional
framework, public
and private,
during last 5
years

England - From April 2019, the Forestry Commission will be an England-only body while
Forest Enterprise will be renamed Forestry England. Different governance
arrangements will be introduced to reflect these new arrangements. Scotland - Full
Scottish forestry devolution was enshrined in the Forestry & Land Management
(Scotland) Act 2018, and will be effected by April 2019. NI - In April 2015, 26 former
local government districts were merged into 11 City, District and Borough Councils
with new powers to regulate development planning, including deforestation, and new
responsibilities for community planning relating to social, economic and environmental
well-being and sustainable development
Forest-related research (Target 2)
Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents where
relevant.

UK - The Forest Research corporate plan and annual reports are available at
https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/about-us/annual-reports-and-corporate-plans/.
Policies, objectives England/Scotland/Wales - These are set out in the Science and Innovation Strategy for
and
Forestry in Great Britain
measures/actions (https://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/FCFC002.pdf/$FILE/FCFC002.pdf) NI - Opportunity
taken in:
mapping for woodland creation to reduce flood risk in Northern Ireland - www.daerani.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/daera/Northern%20Ireland%
20om%20Report%20March%202017.pdf ; Quantifying the hydrological effects of
woodland creation in the Camowen and Drumragh catchments, Omagh, Northern
Ireland www.daerani.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/daera/Omagh%20Rainfall%20Runoff%20Mod
elling%20Final%20Report%20March%202018.pdf
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Forest-related training and education (Target 2)
Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents where
relevant.

England - supporting the forestry sector to develop a ‘skills action plan’, to be
implemented in 2019 (it replaces https://www.forestry.gov.uk/skillsactionplan).
Working with businesses/colleges to develop forestry apprenticeships. Scotland worked with partners to develop an industry ambassador scheme, refresh a careers
plan in forest industries and explore opportunities for modern apprenticeship
schemes. Wales - Focus on Forestry First is a five year project for forestry and timber
industries to develop their businesses; providing up to 75% funding towards skills
training and 100% for knowledge transfer activities http://www.focusonforestryfirst.co.uk/cms/ NI - Provided Tree Safety Management
and Forest Works Manager Training
Forest-related capacity building in other institutional framework
Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents where
relevant.

Scotland - Forestry now in the portfolio of the Minister for Rural Economy and
Connectivity. Wales - The development of the Enabling Natural Resources and Wellbeing Grant, will provide project-based grant funding to deliver the direction and
outcomes identified in Welsh Government policies, is firmly set within the context of
the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 and the Environment (Wales)
Act 2016. It will focus on co-operative action and activities that deliver environmental
enhancement, resilience and well-being. The grant will support implementation of
specific areas within the Natural Resources Policy for Wales. NI - Associate
membership of EUSTAFOR
Comments [max. 100 words]

Reporting notes
1.

Please provide aggregated figures for each group/type of organizations, including all levels of government.
Publicly owned business entities should be excluded. Where it is impossible or inappropriate to separate the
activities of publicly owned business entities from other public sector activities in forest sector, this should be
noted and staff of the entities should be included in the table. Please specify in the space left for comments which
institutions are included (or not) in the figures you provide.

2.

Forest-related staff in public organizations includes human resources within public forest institutions at
subnational level. This refers to professionals as well as administrative staff.

3.

"Forest administration" includes the first three sub-categories mentioned in the previous part of the table, i.e. forest
policy administration, legislative supervision & enforcement, and support to private forest management.
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Proportion of forest and other wooded land under a management plan or
equivalent instrument
Forest-related
management document

Yes


Forest area under
document

Use of document
in the country
No

Ha

%

1891

60

Other wooded land area
under document
Ha

%

Management plan



Equivalent of
management plan



Other forest-related
type of management
document/instrument
at operational level

Are forest management plans an obligatory instrument?

Yes

No

Are the forest-related management plans / equivalents / other types of
management documents registered with official body?

Yes

No

Are the measures of forest management plans compulsory?

Yes

Partially

No

Do forest management plans regulate:

Yes

Partially

No

Volume of harvest
Regeneration systems
Reforestation species composition
Tending and other silvicultural operations
Deadwood volume
Comments:

Figures are for 2018. All Forestry Commission, Forestry Scotland and Natural Resource Wales woodland is
assumed to have a management plan. For private sector woodland, the figure is estimated from data held
in administrative systems for Grants & Regulations or from areas of certified woodland (if this is larger).
This is likely to undercount the true level of woodland with a long term management plan. It is not
possible to provide a breakdown between long term management plans and equivalents.
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Proportion of forest and other wooded land under third party certification
schemes
Certification
scheme

Use of
scheme in
the country
Yes







Forest
Stewardship
Council
certification
(FSC)
scheme
Programme
for the
Endorsement
of Forest
certification
(PEFC)
Other
international
forest
management
certification



Other country
specific
management
certification



Overlapping
of certification
schemes

No

Forest area under scheme

Ha

1,375,538

1,179,348

1,179,348

%

Other wooded land
area under scheme
Ha

%

43

37

37

Comments:

Source: Forestry Statistics 2018 (and supporting data). All woodland certified under PEFC in the UK is
also certified under FSC. Estimates are based on UK data published by FSC and PEFC, supplemented by
data from individual certificates and other sources. Where possible, areas are for the woodland area
certified, rather than the land area certified. Data for other wooded land areas is not available.
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3. Legal/regulatory frameworks and international commitments
Legal/regulatory frameworks
General
characteristics of
legal/regulatory
framework – formal
authority on main
forest matters is laid
down

in constitution
in legislation enacted by
parliament
in administrative decrees /
regulations
other:

at national level
at sub-national level
other:

NFA main legislative power
but delegated to devolved
administrations of England,
Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.
Main forest and SFM
related
legal/regulatory act
with national scope
(e.g. Forest law, act,
code or similar
document)

Name and reference to legal
document:

Date of enactment:

England, Scotland, Wales - Forestry
Act 1967 (as amended); NI - The
Forestry Act (Northern Ireland) 2010
the Forestry Act (Northern Ireland)
2010
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nia/2
England/cotland/Wales - 1967;
Northern Ireland 2010

Date of latest amendment:

Wales - 2018;
Significant changes
in the
legal/regulatory
framework during
last 5 years

Yes
No
If yes, please describe and incl. reason/s for the changes [max. 100
words]

England - Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations to bring in line
with the EU Directive; various plant health orders. Scotland - In Scotland
the Forestry Act 1967 will be superseded by the Forestry & Land
Management (Scotland) Act in April 2019. This received Royal Assent on
1 May 2018, to effect full devolution of forestry in Scotland to Scottish
Ministers.
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International commitments
Are the following
FOREST EUROPE
instruments explicitly
referred to in the
legal/regulatory act?

Main international
commitments related to
forests signed by the
country

Fully

Partially

No

FOREST EUROPE Definition of SFM
FOREST EUROPE C&I for SFM
Other: please specify

Yes

No

CBD
AICHI
UNCCD
UNFCCC
Kyoto Protocol
Paris Agreement
Alpine Convention
Carpathian convention
Other: Please specify

Significant initiatives
undertaken during last
5 years in
implementation of
international
commitments related
to forests signed by
your country

Comments

Yes
No
If yes, please describe and incl. reason/s for the changes [max. 100
words]

New York Declaration on Forests: http://forestdeclaration.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/NYDF-Progress-Report.pdf Amsterdam
Declarations:
https://www.euandgvc.nl/documents/publications/2015/december/7/d
eclarations-palm-oil

Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents
where relevant.
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4. FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC INSTRUMENTS
Main characteristics of
economic policy related
to forests

Please specify objectives of main measures taken to address economic
aspects of publicly owned forests
[max. 100 words]

Scotland - Forest Enterprise Scotland Corporate Plan (2017-19) sets out how
it will deliver public benefits from the National Forest Estate so that it
contributes to the Scottish Government’s aim of creating a more successful
country, with opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing
sustainable economic growth. Wales - The Woodland Estate report sets out
how public benefits will be delivered. The Sustainable Management of
Natural Resources and Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
will transform the use and management of natural resources and
ecosystems.
Please specify objectives of main measures taken to address economic
aspects of privately owned forests or other
[max. 100 words]

Scotland - key principles are to support the expansion, protection and
sustainable management of Scotland's forests and woodlands, to help
deliver the government's priorities on tackling climate change, economic
development and community empowerment. Wales - The Rural
Development Program contains a number of measures aimed at addressing
economic aspects. Broadly, the objectives of the RDP program achieve
outcomes described in the Woodlands for Wales Strategy.
Significant changes in
economic policy related
to forests (public and
private) during the last
five years

Comments

Yes
No
If yes, please describe and incl. reason/s for the changes [max. 100 words]

Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents where
relevant.

The Corporate Plans for FC Scotland and Forest Enterprise Scotland are
published at
https://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/supporting/management/reports-plansand-accounts.

State/federal forests
management

Please specify financial arrangements related to state-owned forests and
their management
Profit-making or financially self-sufficient forest management
Additional financial support from a state budget to forest
management
Other. Please specify:
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Comments

Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents where
relevant.

England - Finance provided for the social and environmental aspects of the
management of the state forests. Scotland - The Annual Report and
Accounts for both FC Scotland and Forest Enterprise Scotland are published
at https://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/supporting/management/reports-plansand-accounts.
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Please specify the use of financial instruments for private forests and their
management. For the EU Member States, please specify separately
expenditure connected to the EU Rural Development Programme Funds.
Grants/subsidies, Please specify:

England - Woodland Carbon Fund, National Forest, Compensatory
woodland planting for major infrastructure project Scotland funding from the Scottish Government. This covers support for
forestry and the rural economy, including grants paid to private
woodland owners and funding for Forest Enterprise Scotland to
allow it to manage the National Forest Estate Wales - funding from
the EU Rural Development Programme to support forestry and the
rural economy. This includes grants paid to private land owners for
woodland creation and agro-forestry schemes. Approximately £4
million was paid out in financial year 2017/2018. NI - Forest
Expansion Scheme https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/topics/forestrygrants-and-funding/forestry-grants . Environmental farming
Scheme https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/topics/ruraldevelopment/environmental-farming-scheme-efs
Government
financial
instruments applied
to private forest
management

of which RDPF. Please specify:

England - Rural Development Programme for England including
Countryside Stewardship grant scheme. Scotland - Around 55% of
grant aid to forestry comes via the Common Agricultural Policy. In
Scotland this is delivered via the Scottish Government's Rural
Payments and Inspections Directorate to support grants under the
Scottish Rural Development Programme. The out-turn for 2017/18
was £21.3 million. Wales – All funded through Rural Development
Programme NI - All funded through the Rural Development
Programme for Northern Ireland
Loans. Please specify:

Tax measures. Please specify:

UK - Value not available. Income from forestry activity outside the
tax regime.
Other. Please specify:
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Comments

Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents where
relevant.

Year:

Total (million, national
currency)

2017-18

Operational expenditure1

Transfer payments to private forests2

Of that private sources,
if available (million,
national currency)

44
63

Cost of forest administration3 (not
including the costs associated with
managing public forests):
of which…

43

Forest administration

32

Public forest research

11

Forest education and training
institutions
Other institutions. Please specify:

Data unavailable from the
Welsh
Government/Natural
Resoruces Wales

Total expenditure

150
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If transfer payments
are made to private
forests, indicate for
what specific
objective(s) – Please
tick all that apply.

Comments

Reforestation
Afforestation
Forest inventory and/or planning
Conservation of forest biodiversity
Protection of soil and water
Forest stand improvement
Climate change adaptation
Establishment or maintenance of protected areas
Recreation
Other, please specify:

Please explain [max. 100 words] and provide reference documents where
relevant.

England - Payments are made for restocking following felling
related to specific pest/disease outbreaks, but re-stocking
following management interventions (i.e. harvesting is not
generally supported). Scotland - offers transfer payments via
grants and subsidies as part of the Forestry Grant Scheme https://www.ruralpayments.org/publicsite/futures/topics/allschemes/forestry-grant-scheme/. Wales - more than 20% of larch
woodlands have been infected by the fungal pathogens. Glastir
Woodland Restoration has been developed to enable woodlands
infected by Phytophthora ramorum or areas of larch felled to help
slow the spread of the disease, to be replanted. When woodland is
clear felled there is a significant opportunity to diversify species.
Reporting notes
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Please specify the year which the data refers to in the intended box.

1. Operational expenditure includes public and private domestic or external sources of finance (personnel,
materials, operating costs) for operational forest activities (e.g. silviciltural and protective measures). It also
includes expenditure on contract or outsourced activities. It also includes the operating costs associated
with any forest sector incentive schemes.
It excludes public and private capital expenditure on investments in accordance with the national tax laws
(construction and maintenance of forest roads, buildings; investments to equipment, tools, vehicles,
machinery and technologies and other investments e.g. IT and/or intangible investments etc.). Data on
capital expenditure are included in the questionnaire on quantitative indicators (indicator 6.4).
it should exclude the expenditure of publicly owned business entities. Where it is impossible or
inappropriate to separate the activities of publicly owned business entities from other public sector activities
in forest sector, this should be noted and expenditure of the entities should be included in the table. In this
case, please specify in the space left for comments which institutions you included (or not).
It also excludes expenditure on: marketing; trade facilitation; or development projects, where forest is not
the main focus of activities.

2. Transfer payments to private forests includes all government expenditures (including external) on direct
financial incentives (grants or subsidies) paid to non-government and private-sector institutions, enterprises,
communities or individuals operating in the forest sector to implement forest related activities. It excludes tax
incentives; government loans; benefits in kind (free or subsidized materials and/or advice). It also excludes
direct financial incentives available to all individuals and enterprises not specifically related to forest related
activities (e.g. relocation grants, employment subsidies, general training grant schemes).

3. Cost of forest administration is government expenditure on public institutions solely engaged in the forest
sector. It includes all public expenditure (including external) on implementing forest policy and legislation to
the entire forest areas, mainly: expenditures for state administration bodies, support to other forest
institutions (e.g. for research, education, training, forest inventory, management plans).

Yes, at public level

Yes, at private level
No

Are any types of
Payments for
Ecosystem Services
(PES) schemes applied
in your country?

If yes, please describe and provide reference documents where
relevant. [max. 100 words]

Note:
Types of markets for example: Public payment schemes for private land owners; Formal markets with open trading
between buyers and sellers; Self-organized private deals.

5. Information and communication
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Main characteristics
of informational
means

Is forest monitoring in your country
sufficient for information and
communication needs?

Yes
Partially
No

If no, please specify:

Is there public access to forest
inventory data?

Yes
Partially (e.g. just aggregated data)
No

If yes or partially, please specify:

National Forest Inventory Reports are
produced on various aspects of the
inventory and used to develop
production forecast. See:
https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/t
ools-and-resources/national-forestinventory/

Does an official (governmental) forestrelated outreach and communication
strategy exist?

Yes
Partially
No

If yes, please provide reference:

England - Government woodland
creation campaign; stakeholder
advice through regional Forestry and
Woodland Advisory Committees and
through the national Applicants’
Focus Group. Scotland https://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/supp
orting/communication-consultation
Wales - Farming connect,
https://businesswales.gov.wales/far
mingconnect/ NI https://www.daerani.gov.uk/articles/forest-planning
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Does a national report on the state of
sustainable forest management exist?
If yes or partially, please provide
reference/link:

Yes
Partially
No

England - National Forestry Inventory
Reports (see above) Forestry
Commission Corporate Performance
Indicators
(https://www.gov.uk/government/st
atistics/forestry-commissionengland-fce-corporate-planperformance-indicators-2018)` and
Forestry Statistics
(https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/
tools-and-resources/statistics/).
Scotland https://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/supp
orting/management/reports-plansand-accounts NI https://www.daerani.gov.uk/publications/northernireland-environmental-statisticsreport-2018
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Is there a national platform for
stakeholder participation in forest
policy development and/or decisionmaking?
If yes or partially, please specify:

Yes
Partially
No

England - Forestry and Woodland
Advisory Committees
(https://www.gov.uk/government/gr
oups/forestry-and-woodlandsadvisory-committees) and the
national Applicants’ Focus Group
(https://www.gov.uk/government/gr
oups/applicants-focus-group).
Scotland https://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/supp
orting/communicationconsultation/forestry-forums Wales Woodland Strategy Advisory Panel NI
- Undertaken in accordance with
established procedures operated by
the Northern Ireland Civil Service.
The primary means of stakeholder
participation in decision making is by
means of communication with
Members of the Legislative Assembly
putting Oral and Written Assembly
Questions to a Government Minister
Significant changes
in informational
means during last
five years

Yes
No
If yes, please describe and incl. reason/s for the changes [max. 100 words]

Improved information via the National Forest Inventory.
Significant changes in
forest related
communication during
last five years

Yes
No
If yes, please describe and include reason/s for the changes [max. 100 words]

Reporting notes
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2B: Policies, institutions and instruments related to specific criteria
Part 2B requests additional information since the last reporting in 2014 on policies,
institutions and instruments for individual criteria for SFM:
C1. Maintenance and appropriate enhancement of forest resources and their contribution
to global carbon cycles;
C2. Maintenance of forest ecosystem health and vitality;
C3. Maintenance and encouragement of productive functions of forests (wood and nonwood);
C4. Maintenance, conservation and appropriate enhancement of biological diversity in
forest ecosystems;
C5. Maintenance and appropriate enhancement of the protective functions in forest
management (notably soil and water);
C6. Maintenance of other socioeconomic functions and conditions.

Criterion 1 Maintenance and appropriate enhancement of forest resources and their contribution to global carbon cycles

Have policy objectives been formulated with respect to Criterion 1?
Please describe the policy
objectives, including
quantitative targets if any
have been formulated

Please describe any

☒Yes ☐No

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Afforestation and increased use of wood in
construction were included as measures in the 2032
pathway of the Clean Growth Strategy
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cleangrowth-strategy), which set out how the UK’s emissions
reduction commitments would be met. Scotland Scottish Government objective within the Climate
Change (Scotland) Act 2009 to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 80% by 2050. Wales - Significant areas of
new woodlands created and more woodlands actively
managed at a range of scales and at a rate that is
responsive to targets set in the context of the
Environment (Wales) Act while balancing the goals of the
Well-being of Future Generations Act. The Environment
act states: "The Welsh Ministers must ensure that the
net Welsh emissions account for the year 2050 is at least
80% lower than the baseline." Furthermore, For each
interim target year, the Welsh Ministers must by
regulations set a maximum amount for the net Welsh
emissions account, expressed as a percentage below the
baseline; New and existing woodlands managed in a way
which increases their resilience to climate change and
balances the achievement of other objectives of this
Strategy, producing usable timber and wood products to
store carbon over the long term, while also sequestering
carbon in biomass and soils.
(max. 100 words, please)
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institutional measures taken
to achieve these objectives

What policy tools have been
put in place to achieve these
objectives (e.g. legal,
financial, communication)?

Please describe
achievements in the area of
Criterion 1 over the past five
years

What are the major
challenges in the area of
Criterion 1, and the major
obstacles to achieving the
policy objectives?

England - Improved reporting of deforestation and
changes in net woodland cover. Scotland - Scottish
Government's Climate Change Adaptation Plan has a
target to plant around 10,000 hectares of trees per year
to mitigate the impacts of climate change. Wales - In
progress. Currently developing a climate change policy as
set out in part 2 of the Environment (Wales) Act, to
include the production of a statutory action plan and
targets for each emissions sector including LULUCF and
other policy measures to achieve more tree planting.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Specific policies set out on the Clean Growth
Strategy and 25 year plan for the environment included
the Establishment of Forestry Investment Zones,
strengthening of domestic carbon offset markets, a
Northern Forest and a Woodland Carbon Guarantee.
Scotland - UK Forestry Standard (2017) Guidelines on
climate change has 38 stipulations which aim to protect
and extend the carbon resource in the forest
environment over the long term, as well as the carbon
stored in wood products. The Woodland Carbon Code - a
register of voluntary carbon credits for woodland
creation regulated by the Forestry Commission continues to grow. Wales - Work in progress
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Woodland area continues to increase and
there is wide-spread support for woodland expansion.
Scotland - In Scotland, the woodland creation target was
met in 2016-17. The total carbon stock in UK forests is
estimated to have increased between 1990 and 2015. A
total of 239 projects were registered under the
Woodland Carbon Code at 31 March 2018, covering an
area of 16.1 thousand hectares of woodland and
projected to sequester 5.8 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide. Wales - Area of woodland in Wales is the largest
it has been since 2001. New areas of woodland are being
planted each year and since 1993 the majority of new
planting has been with broadleaf trees. However, new
planting needs to increase significantly if Welsh targets
are going to be met.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - There are a range of cultural, economic and
environmental barriers to afforestation. Scotland - A
major challenge is to ensure there is sufficient private
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land suitable for woodland coming forward for planting.
Wales - Results of the GMEP (Glastir Monitoring and
Evaluation Programme) report recorded the barriers to
uptake in Glastir woodland creation and management
schemes. These were "lack of available land" (29%),
"insufficient time to diversify" (28%), "insufficient
knowledge or equipment" (28%) and the "scheme was
too complicated" (27%).

Criterion 2 Maintenance of forest health and vitality

Have policy objectives been formulated with respect to Criterion 2?
Please describe the policy
objectives, including
quantitative targets if any
have been formulated

☒Yes ☐No

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Tree Health Resilience Strategy sets out how
we will enhance protection against the threat of pests
and diseases. Our strategy also sets out, in detail, how
we will work with the industry and others to build
resilience in our trees, woods and forests. Goals - Over
the next 5 years we will: •work together to protect and
value our trees as important natural capital •put
biosecurity at the heart of everything we do, from onsite
activities to buying practices •develop and apply the
latest science and evidence on the full range of threats
to tree health to inform our risk-based approach •apply
the principles of the environmental goals to the
management of our trees, woods and forests •build the
knowledge and capability to apply the concepts of
resilience at all levels We’ve also identified goals for
improving tree resilience, including baseline diversity
and the health and condition of our trees, woods and
forests. The environmental goals are: •extent – a
continued increase of trees, woods and forests
•connectivity – enhancing the linear forest and matrix of
trees within other habitat settings •diversity – enhancing
the genetic diversity and increasing the structural
diversity of our treescape •condition – encourage
healthier trees and thriving woodlands and forests
Scotland - The Scottish Plant Health Strategy (2016) aims
to safeguard Scottish plant health to protect and
enhance Scotland's economy and natural environment.
Scottish Planning Policy outlines the presumption in
favour of protecting woodland, and the objective to
bring undermanaged woodlands back into management
are part of the UK Forestry Standard. Wales - There is
appropriate diversification of the age structure and tree
species and the genetic base of woodlands, particularly
non-native woodlands, at a range of scales and using
mechanisms suited to the site and the woodland
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management objectives. • Priority is given to native
woodland species when restoring planted woodland on
ancient woodland sites. • The negative impacts on
woodlands of pests and diseases are addressed. • The
Welsh Government Woodland Estate (WGWE) is
managed in order to make it more resilient to climate
change, and other woodland owners are encouraged to
do the same. • Implementation of and continual
assessment of our Tree Health Strategy in order to
improve our ability to deal with present and future
outbreaks of woodland pests and diseases.
Please describe any
institutional measures taken
to achieve these objectives

What policy tools have been
put in place to achieve these
objectives (e.g. legal,
financial, communication)?

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Carried out extensive and intensive air and
ground survey programme - 34,071 Ha of larch surveyed
(15,773 Ha PFE / 18,298 Ha PW) during which 791,403
Ha of NFI polygons were covered. Nine agreed tree
pathogens surveyed in support of PZ status in 2018.
Statutory measures undertaken where appropriate.
Scotland - The EU Plant Health Directive, 2000/29/EC
was adopted into Scottish legislation through the Plant
Health (Scotland) Order 2005. Wales - The Wales Tree
Health Steering Group, established by the Welsh
Government in July 2013, advises and supports the
Welsh Government in setting out WG policy and
developing its strategic response to outbreaks of pests
and diseases affecting trees, including consideration of
their potential impact on plants in the wider
environment. A Wales specific Phytophthora ramorum
disease management strategy was launched in
December 2013 which establishes management zones.
The Core Disease Zone (“CDZ”) established as part of the
disease management strategy for Phytophthora
ramorum was amended in January 2014. Issuing of
Statutory Plant Health Notices by NRW to ensure
diseased trees are removed as soon as possible to
restrict spread.
(max. 100 words, please)

England: Legal - Statutory instruments (SI), Statutory
Plant Health Notices (SPHN); Financial - Tree health
incentives; Financial - Control programme;
Communications programme including biosecurity plan –
‘Keep it Clean.’ Scotland - Plant health controls in
Scotland include a regime of Statutory Plant Health
Notices, a Plant Health Risk Register and a Plant Health
Risk Group. Support available under the Forestry Grant
Scheme in Scotland for sustainable forest management,
for the protection of woodland from the impacts of non-
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routine tree pests or diseases, and for woodland
creation and management within the Central Scotland
Green Network, Europe's largest urban greenspace area.
Wales - Plant Health Act 1967. The Plant Health
(Forestry) Order 2005 – Statutory Instrument with an
arrangement with Forestry Commission and Natural
Resources Wales to carry out some functions.
Please describe
achievements in the area of
Criterion 2 over the past five
years

What are the major
challenges in the area of
Criterion 2, and the major
obstacles to achieving the
policy objectives?

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Examples include statutory control; Pr – felling
and licenced processing of material; OPM - spraying and
nest removal, SCB – felling, licenced processing of
material and disposal of residual infected material.
Scotland - Plant health staff across the UK and further
afield liaise to keep abreast of the latest threats, monitor
their progress and act to prevent their spread. FC
Scotland launched a Keep it Clean biosecurity campaign
and signed up to the UK National Tree Seed Project.
Wales - Funding made available through Glastir
Woodland Restoration to enable woodlands infected by
Phytophthora ramorum to be felled and replanted, often
with a more mixed or native woodland. Successful
monitoring schemes mean that the Welsh Government
are well informed on the current state of pest/disease
outbreaks in woodlands and the Core Disease Zones are
updated periodically to reflect this.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Early detection and identification of
asymptomatic material. Full sector buy in to biosecurity
messaging and good practice. Scotland - Climate change
and extreme weather events may spread pests and
diseases and reduce the resilience of trees to cope with
attack. Wales - The two main quarantine diseases
affecting tree species in Wales are Phytophthora
ramorum and Chalara fraxinea, the former caused by a
fungus-like pathogen and the latter by a fungus. It is very
difficult to control these diseases since the fungus that
causes Chalara fraxinea can be spread up to tens of miles
by wind, while the pathogen that causes Phytophthora
ramorum can be spread over several miles in
watercourses, mist and run off as well as transferred
from one site to another by footwear, equipment and
animals. Furthermore, Wales’ reliance on a very narrow
range of species makes it particularly vulnerable,
especially if specific diseases take hold.
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Criterion 3 Maintenance and encouragement of productive functions of forests (wood and non-wood)

Have policy objectives been formulated with respect to Criterion 3?
Please describe the policy
objectives, including
quantitative targets if any
have been formulated

Please describe any
institutional measures taken
to achieve these objectives

What policy tools have been
put in place to achieve these
objectives (e.g. legal,
financial, communication)?

☒Yes ☐No

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Bringing 80% of woodland into management in
the long term. Planting 11 million trees in the current
parliament and increasing woodland area in the long
term. Scotland - Maximise the added value of timber
products. Subject to environmental issues, to ensure
maximum supply of timber from commercial softwood
forests. To support the development of the biomass
industry, particularly local heat and heat orientated
combined heat and power plants whilst ensuring
continued supply for mainstream forest industries.
Promote use of forests for multi-benefits. Maximising
forest natural capital and ensuring eco-systems services
are understood and valued. Wales - More woodlands are
managed to the UKFS and are capable of producing
useable timber and other services. More of the usable
timber grown in Welsh woodlands is harvested, and
greater value is added to it during processing. Innovative
financial support mechanisms, such as landscape-scale
payments for ecosystem services, to increase the
economic viability of managing smaller woodland units,
are further developed. More markets, particularly local
ones, are further developed for wood products.
Woodlands and individual trees in Wales are valued by
their owners and society for the whole range of goods
and services provided including timber, fuel, water
quality and water management, climate regulation,
biodiversity, and improvement of landscapes and access
opportunities. Farmers, rural businesses and
communities have the potential to use timber and
woodfuel sustainably.
(max. 100 words, please)

Scotland - FC Scotland aligns its work with the Forest and
Timber Technologies Industry Strategy 'Roots for Future
Growth' and the Scottish Economic Strategy.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Woodland management planning grants and
Woodland creation grants. Scotland - Support available
under the Forestry Grant Scheme in Scotland for
supporting the development of the small-scale premium
softwood and hardwood processing sector. The Strategic
Timber Transport Fund is available to projects that
minimise the impact of timber transportation on
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Scotland's rural and public roads. UK Forestry Standard
guidelines on general forestry practice. Wales - A
number of Glastir schemes pay/have paid land managers
for woodland creation or woodland management. Entry
into these schemes requires/required a woodland
mangement plan. Furthermore, the proposals for new
planting must adhere to the UKFS. The Timber Business
Investment Scheme is an important element of the
Welsh Government Rural Communities – Rural
Development Programme 2014-2020. It is designed to
help private forest owners, local authority or other
public sector forest owners and Micro, Small or Medium
Enterprises (SME’s) for investments that will enhance
forestry potential or relate to the mobilising (harvesting),
processing and adding value to forest products.
Please describe
achievements in the area of
Criterion 3 over the past five
years

What are the major
challenges in the area of
Criterion 3, and the major
obstacles to achieving the
policy objectives?

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Softwood production from privately owned
woodlands in England has increased from 0.85 million
green tonnes in 2012 to 0.96 million green tonnes in
2017. Hardwood production from privately owned
woodlands in England has increased from 0.41 million
green tonnes in 2012 to 0.57 million green tonnes in
2017. Scotland - Increased emphasis on restocking
forests, harvesting maximum available timber, new
woodland creation and seeking to provide a consistent
level of timber supply to industry. Increased emphasis on
natural capital budgets and eco-system services. Wales More woodland in Wales brought into management.
Between 2012 and 2105 there was an increase in the
amount of wood harvested on farmland. The total
number of businesses in the Forestry Sector in Wales has
increased each year between 2014 and 2017. The
number of employees in the Forestry Sector in Wales has
increased each year since 2015 and, with the exception
of 2014, is the highest it has been since 2010.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Convincing owners that woodland
management and woodland creation can be profitable.
Developing new supply chains from a fragmented
woodland resource across the country. Scotland - UK 50year forecast of potential softwood availability published
showing rise then dip in availability. Ensuring that
biomass and mainstream forest industries can co-exist
around timber supply. Wales - More diverse woodlands
and/or a shift to continuous cover require more complex
management systems, which are less affordable for
some woodland owners and managers. WG recognise
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that the impacts of rising deer and grey squirrel
populations will need to be addressed as WG move
towards greater diversity. Some species planted to
diversify woodlands may grow more slowly and have
poorer market access than better-established species.

Criterion 4 Maintenance, conservation and appropriate enhancement of biological diversity in forest ecosystems

Have policy objectives been formulated with respect to Criterion 4?
Please describe the policy
objectives, including
quantitative targets if any
have been formulated

Please describe any
institutional measures taken
to achieve these objectives

What policy tools have been

☒Yes ☐No

(max. 100 words, please)

England - 25 year environment plan was published in
2018 with a stated objective of being the first generation
to leave the environment in a better state than it found
it. It includes the policy of developing a Nature Recovery
network aspiring to 500,000 ha more wildlife habitat,
including extensive woodland planting. Scotland - Bring
EU designated sites into favourable condition. Increase
the area of new native woodland, create woodland
habitat networks, improve the management of existing
native woodlands. Support the re-establishment of
species e.g. beaver, white tailed sea eagle, osprey.
Manage and remove invasive species e.g. rhododendron.
Wales - Woodlands and individual trees in Wales are
valued by their owners and society for the whole range
of goods and services provided including timber, fuel,
water quality and water management, climate
regulation, biodiversity, and improvement of landscapes
and access opportunities. Decisions about woodland
creation and management take full account of all the
ecosystem services the woodland could provide, not just
the potential for timber production. On our own
Woodland Estate, use appropriate management
approaches to deliver a wider range of ecosystem
services, and encourage others to do the same.
Promotion of the message that urban woodlands and
trees make a positive contribution to many other policy
agendas, including those which concern climate change,
health, social welfare, lifelong learning and biodiversity,
and the management of water and soil resources.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Government objectives prioritised through 14
Area Integrated Plans and Local Natural Capital Plans.
Scotland - In Scotland, the 'Route map to 2020' was
published in 2015, to meet the Aichi Targets for
biodiversity and improve the state of nature in Scotland.
(max. 100 words, please)
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put in place to achieve these
objectives (e.g. legal,
financial, communication)?

Please describe
achievements in the area of
Criterion 4 over the past five
years

England - Policies (Government policy on when to
restore open ground habitats from woodland); guidance
on woodland planting on priority habitat and where
upland breeding bird populations may be present and
refreshed good practice guidance on woodland
management and European Protected species); grants
(Countryside Stewardship supports woodland
management with the objective of improving habitat
condition; woodland creation grant is targeted to expand
and join up ancient and native woodland through the
creation of woodland habitat networks); Government
support for private sector initiatives (Deer Initiative and
Squirrel Accord to manage populations of species
harmful to woodland); legal (Forestry Act, NERC Act).
Scotland - In Scotland, Wildlife & Natural Environment
(Scotland) Act, 2011, and supporting Code of Conduct.
Support available under the Forestry Grant Scheme in
Scotland for sustainable forest management and habitat
and species conservation measures. UK Forestry
Standard guidelines on biodiversity. Wales - Greening, a
major innovation brought in under the 2013 CAP reform,
makes the direct payments system more environmentfriendly. Farmers receiving an area-based payment have
to make use of various straightforward, non-contractual
practices that benefit the environment and the climate.
These require action each year such as making soil &
ecosystems more resilient by growing a greater variety
of crops, conserving soil carbon & grassland habitats
associated with permanent grassland and protecting
water & habitats by stabilising ecological focus areas.
Glastir woodland restoration - grants for replanting on
areas of diseases larch, with a focus to replant with
mixed species. Glastir woodland creation
(max. 100 words, please)

England - 2,419 ha of open ground priority habitat has
been restored from recently afforested sites restoration,
17,171 ha of native woodland has been restored on
ancient woodland sites planted with exotic species; area
of woodland in management has increased from 53% to
58%; woodland connectivity has increased; woodland
bird index has stabilised over the past 10 years (see:
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/FC-England-IndicatorsReport-2018.pdf/$FILE/FC-England-Indicators-Report2018.pdf). Wales - A 3% increase in area accessible to
broadleaved woodland species by the end of 2016 was
predicted by the GMEP (Glastir monitoring and
Evaluation Program) report GMEP modelling results of
the likely outcomes for biodiversity suggest that the
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direction of improvement in habitat condition for species
studied is likely to be encouraged by the Glastir actions
explored
What are the major
challenges in the area of
Criterion 4, and the major
obstacles to achieving the
policy objectives?

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Policy trade-offs between woodland and nonwoodland policy; competition for land and high land
prices. Wales - More diverse woodlands and/or a shift to
continuous cover require more complex management
systems, which are less affordable for some woodland
owners and managers. Some species planted to diversify
woodlands may grow more slowly and have poorer
market access than better-established species.

Criterion 5 Maintenance and appropriate enhancement of protective functions in forest management (notably soil and
water)

Have policy objectives been formulated with respect to Criterion 5?
Please describe the policy
objectives, including
quantitative targets if any
have been formulated

Please describe any
institutional measures taken
to achieve these objectives

☒Yes ☐No

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Forestry’s contribution to Natural Flood
Management and water quality improvement are
included in the targeting of woodland creation grants.
Scotland - Significant emphasis on management of and
research into two tree diseases heavily affecting UK
forests, Dothistroma Needle Blight on pine and
Phytophthora ramorum on larch; policies developed to
manage disease spread and harvest diseased trees.
Forests for natural flood management, protection
forestry for steep ground Wales - The management of
existing woodlands and the creation of new woodlands
and hedgerows fully contribute to the protection and
management of water and soil, at a local and catchment
level. There is a more strategic and integrated approach
to land use decisions and land management actions, so
that woodlands play their full role in improving
environmental quality, particularly water and soil
resources, at a local and catchment level in Wales.
Natural process approaches become mainstreamed
across Wales so that woodlands and trees are used,
where appropriate, to reduce surface water run-off from
the upper catchments of our rivers, and manage flood
risk in the lower reaches of rivers and urban areas.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Defra has, additionally, funded the
Environment Agency to establish and Natural Flood
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Management Programme. Scotland - the Water
Environment & Water Services (Scotland) Act 2003 and
the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009. Wales NRW has/had a commitment to cease the use of alphacypermethrin and cypermethrin on the Welsh
Government Woodland Estate by October 2017. These
chemicals are on the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC
UK) ‘highly hazardous list’.
What policy tools have been
put in place to achieve these
objectives (e.g. legal,
financial, communication)?

Please describe
achievements in the area of
Criterion 5 over the past five
years

What are the major
challenges in the area of
Criterion 5, and the major
obstacles to achieving the
policy objectives?

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Financial Scotland - Support available under
the Forestry Grant Scheme in Scotland for sustainable
forest management and planting for water management
measures. UK Forestry Standard guidelines on water and
on soil. Wales - There are/have been a series of capital
grants available under the Glastir Small Grants Scheme,
which provide money for farmers and landowners to
boost their land’s environmental benefits. One of the
themes of the scheme is water. This theme is designed
to encourage farmers and landowners to install capital
works that will improve water quality and reduce
flooding, such as new hedge planting and planting new
trees & shrubs. In addition, the Glastir woodland
management scheme was set up to target Welsh
Woodlands to deliver a number of objectives, including:
managing soils to help conserve carbon stocks and
reduce soil erosion, improving water quality and
reducing surface run-off and managing water to help
reduce flood risks.
(max. 100 words, please)

Wales - NRW have ceased using alpha-cypermethrin and
cypermethrin on the Welsh Government Woodland
Estate since 2017. The area of woodland in Wales is
currently the largest it has been in the last 5 years.
Furthermore, since 2012 the area of broadleaf woodland
is greater than the area of conifer woodland. The GMEP
report notes that 8% more farms in Glastir schemes are
tackling soil erosion compared with farms not in the
Glastir schemes.
(max. 100 words, please)

Scotland - Disease outbreaks increased significantly since
2011. Increased likelihood of extreme weather events
due to climate change. Wales - There are barriers to
take-up of schemes in the private sector that aim to
improve soil and water quality, such as the Glastir
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management scheme, which are noted in the GMEP
report. These were "lack of available land" (29%),
"insufficient time to diversify" (28%), "insufficient
knowledge or equipment" (28%) and the "scheme was
too complicated" (27%).

Criterion 6 Maintenance of other socio-economic functions and conditions

Have policy objectives been formulated with respect to Criterion 6?
Please describe the policy
objectives, including
quantitative targets if any
have been formulated

☒Yes ☐No

(max. 100 words, please)

England - No formal policy objectives although the role
of forestry in recreation, tourism and hunting industries
is widely acknowledged in environmental policy. The role
that woodlands can play in improving human health is
also acknowledged. Scotland - Maintain and increase
employment in forest industries. Increase number of
skilled and better paid jobs. Encourage take up of
opportunities in rural areas. Encourage public to use
forests for recreation, well being and tourism. Encourage
community participation in forest management and
encourage community ownership of forests. Encourage
greater awareness of forests and their history. Wales Communities are more involved in the decision making
and management of woodlands and trees so that they
deliver well-being benefits to more people. NRW and
other public sector managers of woodlands and trees
fully involve local communities in woodland planning and
collaborate where feasible and appropriate. Advice and
support is provided for private woodland owners so they
can undertake community consultation and include
provision of public benefits in woodland management
plans. Community groups, NRW and local authorities and
private landowners are able to develop legal
agreements, access funding and the support required to
increase the variety, longevity and depth of community
management agreements, woodland enterprise
opportunities and to support community ownership of
woodlands. More people of all ages and backgrounds
benefit from accessible woodland and trees as settings
for education, learning and play, leading to an improved
understanding of woodlands and trees and the wider
benefits they provide in terms of our environmental,
economic, social and cultural well-being, and more
sustainable and responsible behaviours. The public
forest estate in Wales provides safe, accessible and wellmanaged woodlands as a setting for learning for all ages
and abilities and encourage similar provision by private
woodland owners. There is special emphasis given to
provision in areas where educational attainment is
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lowest. The development and delivery of quality assured
woodland and tree related educational and learning
resources which are available to and used by teachers
and other educators. There is a culture of responsibility
to future generations and ethical, informed citizenship
through the appreciation and understanding of the
woodland environment in all learning and training in,
and about, woodlands. People are able to take part in
woodland-related recreational learning (eg hobby crafts)
and opportunities for learning through play. More
people lead healthier lives and enjoy greater well-being
because they are able to take advantage of opportunities
to use and enjoy woodlands and trees close to where
they live. Public bodies and public service boards actively
pursue and plan for the use of woodland to support
long-term, equitable well-being for all. The productive
potential from Welsh forests is protected in the short
term and rises in the future to enable the whole sector
to grow and expand. The forest sector is helped to seize
the opportunities and overcome the challenges of the
changes needed to implement this strategy working
collaboratively across the sector. When diversifying
woodlands, owners choose species with timber
properties that future markets are likely to utilise (eg for
construction, fuel, fencing or packaging). Investment in
long-term woodland management and new woodland
creation is encouraged and supported, including
adaptation and innovation to meet new opportunities.
Research and development work supports innovation,
development and knowledge transfer on: harvesting,
handling, processing and product development. Advice is
provided to growers on the timber properties and
suitability of different species. The sector will be
supported to stimulate demand for woodland products
from Wales. Accurate information is provided on the
impact on future timber supplies of the long-term
changes to Welsh woodlands
Please describe any
institutional measures taken
to achieve these objectives

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Forest Commission staff encourage the public
to use the public forest estate across England. This is
facilitated by a network of cycle trails, footpaths,
bridlepaths and wildlife observation points. Forest
Services works with community forests, private
woodland owners and social enterprises to increase the
social and economic value of woodlands to communities
around England. Scotland - Branching Out is an
innovative development for adults who use mental
health services in Scotland. For each client, the service
consists of around three hours of activities per week in a
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woodland setting, over 12 weeks. The Central Scotland
Green Network (CSGN) is a long-term initiative which
aims to restore and transform the landscape of Central
Scotland and to promote environmental quality,
woodland cover and recreational opportunities. The
Outdoor & Woodland Learning Scotland initiative is
dedicated to increasing the use of Scotland's outdoor
environments for learning.
What policy tools have been
put in place to achieve these
objectives (e.g. legal,
financial, communication)?

(max. 100 words, please)

England - Communication tools encouraging people to
use the public forest estate have been developed.
Scotland - The FC Scotland Community Fund supports
community groups and organisations that encourage
people to use woods more. The Forestry Grant Scheme
offers financial support for managing urban woodlands
in Scotland - those which are located within 1km of a
population settlement of 2000+ people. The UK Forestry
Standard has guidelines on people, on historic
environment and on landscape. Wales - The
development of the Enabling Natural Resources and
Well-being Grant, which will provide project-based grant
funding to deliver the direction and outcomes identified
in current Welsh Government policies, is firmly set
within the context of Welsh legislation as set out in the
Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 and
the Environment (Wales) Act 2016. It will have a clear
focus on co-operative action and activities that deliver
environmental enhancement, resilience and well-being.
The grant will support implementation of specific areas
within the Natural Resources Policy for Wales (NRP). The
Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
introduces seven well-being goals which public bodies
must set out to achieve: A resilient Wales, a healthier
Wales, a prosperous Wales, a globally responsible Wales,
a Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh Language,
a Wales of cohesive communities and a more equal
Wales. The Timber Business Investment Scheme is an
important element of the Welsh Government Rural
Communities – Rural Development Programme 20142020. It is designed to help private forest owners, local
authority or other public sector forest owners and Micro,
Small or Medium Enterprises (SME’s) for investments
that will enhance forestry potential or relate to the
mobilising (harvesting), processing and adding value to
forest products. Focus on Forestry First is a five year
project funded by the Welsh Assembly Government &
European Union for forestry and timber industries. This
offered the Welsh Forestry, Trees and Timber sector the
opportunity to develop their businesses, providing up to
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75% funding towards skills training and 100% for
knowledge transfer activities. This provided a vehicle for
operators to update and develop their skills for work.
Please describe
achievements in the area of
Criterion 6 over the past five
years

What are the major
challenges in the area of
Criterion 6, and the major
obstacles to achieving the
policy objectives?

(max. 100 words, please)

England - The number of people engaged in locally led
events on the public forest estate has increased from
290,000 in 2012 to 361,000 in 2017. Scotland - The UK
Annual Business Survey reported average employment in
2016 of 17,000 in forestry and 27,000 in primary wood
processing. There were an estimated 446 million visits to
woodland in England in 2015-16. Walking with a dog was
the most commonly reported activity, undertaken on
around two thirds of visits in England. (Monitor of
Engagement with the Natural Environment 2015-16).
There were an estimated 90 million visits to woodland in
Scotland in 2013. 63% of the Scottish population had
visited woodland in the previous 12 months. (Scotland's
People and Nature Survey 2013). There were an
estimated 68 million visits to woodland by Welsh
residents in 2014. Walking was the main activity,
undertaken on around two thirds of these visits. (Welsh
Outdoor Recreation Survey 2014). In Scotland, ongoing
£300,000 targeted skills programme that has already
trained up 82 women will receive extra funding to
support another 20 female trainees. Wales - The number
(adults) of members of woodland community groups in
Wales has doubled (from 2% to 4%) between 2005 and
2017. The percentage of adults in Wales who volunteer
in woodlands increased from 3% in 2009 to 5% in 2017.
Despite the number of active community woodland
groups in Wales declining from 2010 to 2016, from 138
to 76 respectively, the area of land leased, owned or
managed by community woodland groups increased
over the same period from 624 ha in 2010 to 1706 ha in
2016. 64% of surveyed adults in Wales reported having
visited woodland recreationally in the last few years and
52% of all outdoor visits included time spent in
woodland.
(max. 100 words, please)

England - Encouraging people to take up activities like
cycling, horse riding and walking on the public forest
estate. Encouraging other woodland owners to make
their woods available for other to access. Scotland - To
ensure a continued flow of trained workforce both at
forest floor and professional forester level. Wales Approximately 20% of people in Wales do not have
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access to at least 2 ha of woodland within 500m of their
home. Furthermore, 75% of people in Wales do not have
access to at least 20 ha of woodland within 4km of their
home. According to the Welsh Outdoor Recreation
Survey 2014, health related barriers were the main
reason for people not visiting woodlands over a previous
12 months period, while lack of time and the weather
were more frequently cited as reasons for not visiting in
a previous 4 week period

2C: Supplementary information on selected major issues
If you wish, provide similar brief information (policy objectives/targets, policy instruments,
achievements, challenges), on specific areas not sufficiently covered in the sections before.
Possible areas, many of which touch more than one criterion, would include:
 legal/regulatory framework to combat illegal logging and associated trade of forest products
 Promotion of the use of sustainably produced forest products
 Water management and flood control through forests
 Forest recreation
 Sustainable forest workforce
 Occupational safety and health
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